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Publishing, consisting principally of magazine and book publishing. The Company also expects to complete
the sale of its winter sports teams prior to the end of the first quarter of The notice was delivered pursuant to a
registration rights agreement related to the TWC Inc. The Company cannot predict the timing of an effective
registration in response to the notice. For additional information with respect to TWC Inc. Time Warner is
under no obligation to and expressly disclaims any such obligation to update or alter its forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, subsequent events or otherwise. The range of content,
features and tools offered on the AOL service includes the following: As part of its strategy, the AOL service
is focusing, in part, on developing exclusive content. During , AOL launched new programming areas or
experiences targeting specific demographic groups, including: Red, launched in early , is an online experience
targeted toward teens. Content on the AOL service is organized in a variety of ways for easy access by
members, including channels, toolbar icons, customization tools and Favorite Places, which allow members to
mark particular Web sites or AOL areas. AOL also offers members shopping opportunities throughout other
channels on the service. Subscriber fees are charged to members of the AOL service based on the level of
service selected. The primary narrowband price plan for U. Narrowband members may also select from other
pricing plans with lower rates, including limited usage plans and an annual payment plan that 3 allows
members to pay for a year of the AOL service in advance at a reduced rate. America Online continues to test
new price plans and payment methods. Members of AOL may cancel their membership at any time, for any
reason, by telephone, fax or mail. AOL utilizes a number of incentives and retention programs to encourage
members to continue as members, as well as to bring back members who have recently canceled. In addition,
AOL undertakes a wide range of marketing campaigns and promotions to attract new members. AOL for
Broadband provides these members with expanded multimedia content, including streaming music,
CD-quality radio and other audio, full-motion video, streaming news clips, movie trailers, games and online
catalogue shopping features. As part of its business strategy, AOL has focused on developing a broadband
product with differentiated and exclusive content. AOL also provides bundled broadband services to existing
subscribers through a number of DSL and cable partners. In each of these countries, local language content,
marketing and community are offered. America Online Latin America, Inc. The America Online services are
also offered through joint ventures or distribution arrangements in Canada and Japan. Premium and Other
Services America Online offers a variety of premium services to its members, including AOLbyPhone, which
allows members to access AOL services over the telephone; AOL Call Alert, an online call waiting service
that lets members know, through a real-time alert on their computer screen, who is calling while they are
online; MusicNet AOL, an online music subscription service; and AOL Voicemail, a service that allows
members to listen to voicemail messages on their computer and e-mail messages on their phone. America
Online also provides text entry solutions for wireless devices through its subsidiary, Tegic Communications,
Inc. Additionally, CompuServe seeks opportunities to develop and operate co-branded and custom versions of
the CompuServe service and offers private label Internet solutions for strategic partners, such as
Hewlett-Packard. In addition to unlimited Internet access, the service offers e-mail, a start page and Internet
search powered by Google. AOL Instant Messenger is an Internet-based communications service that allows
Internet users to know when other users of the service are online and to send and receive instant messages in
real time. Approximately two-thirds of ICQ users reside outside the U. Moviefone is one of the leading movie
guide and ticketing services in the U. MapQuest provides customized maps, destination information and
driving directions to consumers through its Web site MapQuest. Through licensing agreements, MapQuest
helps businesses integrate maps and driving directions into their Internet, intranet and call center applications.
The Netscape portal Netscape. America Online continues to maintain the Netscape browser, but no future
development for the browser is currently planned. Technologies America Online employs a multiple vendor
strategy in designing, structuring and operating the network services utilized in its interactive online services.
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America Online anticipates continuing to review its network services in order to align its network capacity,
provide members of its online services with higher speed access and manage data network costs. The ATDN
Internet backbone is built from high-end routers and high-bandwidth circuits purchased under long-term
agreements from third party carriers. America Online enters into multiple-year data communications
agreements to support AOLnet. In connection with those agreements, America Online may commit to
purchase certain minimum data communications services or to pay a fixed cost for the network services.
Improving and maintaining AOLnet requires a substantial investment in telecommunications equipment. In
addition to making cash purchases of telecommunications equipment, America Online also finances purchases
of this equipment by entering into capital leases for such equipment. America Online offers its advertising and
commerce partners a variety of customized programs, which may include premier placement, sponsorship of
particular content offerings for designated time periods, or the opportunity to target users with specified
interests. America Online also sells selected merchants preferred rights to market particular goods or services
within one or more of the online services and properties. Marketing America Online utilizes a common
marketing infrastructure for its multiple brands of interactive services and Web properties. Other marketing
strategies include extensive online and offline cross-promotion and co-branding with a wide variety of
partners. America Online also utilizes targeted or limited online and offline promotions, marketing programs
and pricing plans designed to appeal to particular groups of potential users of its interactive online services
and to distinguish and develop its different brands, products and services. America Online also competes with
companies that provide Internet access via narrowband and broadband technologies, such as Internet access
providers, cable companies and telephone companies. Like America Online, other companies, such as
Microsoft and Yahoo, offer broadband services to consumers, either as a bundled product or a BYOA product.
America Online competes for advertising and commerce revenues with a wide range of companies, including
those that focus on the Internet, such as online services, Internet access companies, Web-based portals, and
individual Web sites providing content, commerce, community and similar features, as well as media
companies, such as those with newspaper or magazine publications, radio stations and broadcast stations or
networks. Additionally, America Online faces the risk that competition from other ISPs and other Internet
companies may result in reduced revenues for America Online from its premium services, should those
services be included as part of basic Internet service. America Online faces competition in developing
technologies, and risks from potential new developments in distribution technologies and equipment in
Internet access. In particular, America Online faces competition from developments in the following types of
Internet access distribution technologies or equipment: America Online must keep pace with these
developments and also ensure that it either has comparable and compatible technology or access to
distribution technologies developed or owned by third parties. All of these systems provide services under the
Time Warner Cable brand name. The Company accounts for its investment in these joint ventures using the
equity method. The party triggering the restructuring would own the remaining pool of systems and any debt
associated with that pool. Time Warner Cable plans to introduce its new Internet protocol-based voice service,
known as Digital Phone, in most, if not all, of its operating systems in Time Warner Cable operates large
clustered and technologically advanced cable systems. Time Warner Cable is an industry leader in developing
and rolling-out new products and services, including video on demand, subscription video on demand,
high-definition television and set-top boxes with integrated digital video recorders DVRs. Franchises Cable
systems are constructed and operated under non-exclusive franchises granted by state or local governmental
authorities. Franchises typically contain many conditions, such as time limitations on commencement or
completion of construction; service requirements, including number of channels; provision of free services to
schools and other public institutions; and the maintenance of insurance and indemnity bonds. Cable franchises
are subject to various federal, state and local regulations. Pay-per-view and video on demand movies and
special events are charged on a per view basis. The basic and standard tiers are available for a fixed monthly
fee. Analog video customers who lease a set top box from Time Warner Cable also have access to
pay-per-view movies and special events. Subscribers to digital video service receive all the channels included
in the basic and standard tiers plus up to 60 additional digital cable networks, up to 45 CD-quality audio music
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services, more pay-per-view choices and other features such as enhanced parental control options. Subscribers
to digital video service may also purchase mini tiers e. In many cases, subscribers who elect to purchase
premium services receive multiplex versions of these services at 8 no additional charge. The digital set-top
boxes that subscribers receive also offer an interactive program guide and access to video on demand and
subscription video on demand. Video on demand enables digital subscribers to instantaneously purchase
movies and other programming, and to utilize VCR-like functions such as pause, rewind and fast-forward
while watching these programs. Subscribers are charged for video on demand on a per use basis. Subscription
video on demand provides digital customers the ability to view an array of content associated with a particular
content provider. Subscription video on demand uses the same technology and offers the same features as
video on demand, but subscriber access is charged on a monthly rather than a per use basis. Subscription video
on demand is currently offered in connection with premium channels such as HBO and it is expected that
other programming will be available over time. High Definition Television Pursuant to FCC regulation,
television broadcast stations have been granted additional over-the-air spectrum to provide, under a prescribed
rollout schedule, high definition and digital television signals to the public. DVR users can record
programming on a hard drive built into the set-top box through the interactive program guide and view the
recorded programming using VCR-like functions such as pause, rewind and fast-forward. Programming
Rights Time Warner Cable generally obtains the right to carry video programming services through
negotiation of affiliation agreements with programmers. Most programming services impose a monthly license
fee per subscriber upon the cable operator and these fees typically increase over time. Time Warner Cable
cannot ensure that it will be able to renew any or all of its existing agreements upon expiration or obtain the
rights to any other programming services or broadcast television stations on reasonable terms or at all.
Subscribers pay a flat 9 monthly fee for high speed data service, which typically includes Internet access and
email. Due to their nature, commercial and bulk subscribers are charged at different rates than residential
subscribers. Time Warner Cable also offers networking options that allow customers to connect multiple PCs
to a single cable modem. Subscribers switching to Digital Phone can keep their existing landline phone
numbers and retain their directory listings. Time Warner Cable intends to roll out Digital Phone service in
most, if not all, of its operating divisions during Advertising Time Warner Cable also generates revenue by
selling advertising time to a variety of national, regional and local businesses. Cable operators receive an
allocation of scheduled advertising time on certain cable programming services into which the operator can
insert commercials. In addition, in many locations, contiguous cable system operators have formed advertising
interconnects to deliver locally inserted commercials across wider geographic areas, replicating the reach of
broadcast stations as much as possible. However, these advertising revenues decreased sharply during as the
number of new programming service launches declined and other Time Warner segments purchased less
advertising from Time Warner Cable. These channels have developed into attractive vehicles for local
advertising and provide Time Warner Cable with an important connection to the communities in which the
channels operate. Competition Time Warner Cable faces intense competition from a variety of alternative
information and entertainment delivery sources, principally from direct-to-home satellite video providers and
regional telephone companies offering DSL service. Competition with regional telephone companies is likely
to intensify as Time Warner Cable introduces its Digital Phone service. In general, Time Warner Cable also
faces competition from other media for advertising dollars. In many metropolitan areas, satellite services now
also include local broadcast signals. Some DBS providers have entered into co-marketing arrangements with
regional telephone companies in an effort to provide customers with both video and DSL service from what
appears to the customer to be a single source. Monthly prices of dial-up services are typically less expensive
than broadband services. Other developing new technologies, such as Internet service via satellite or wireless
connections, also compete with cable and cable modem services. Time Warner Cable intends to roll out its
new Digital Phone service in most, if not all, of its operating areas during
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Pictures and Warner Music Group during the s and s. Agemian were blocked by Garden State board member
William A. Conway in ; a revised transaction was later completed in In , Nolan Bushnell sold Atari, Inc.
Warner made considerable profits and later losses with Atari, which it owned from to While part of Warner,
Atari achieved its greatest success, selling millions of Atari s and computers. The combination was short lived:
Under the direction of Caesar P. In , due to major losses spurred by subsidiary Atari Inc. It kept the rest of the
company and named it Atari Games , eventually reducing it to just the Coin Division. In a long-expected deal,
Warner Communications acquired Lorimar-Telepictures ; the acquisition was finalized on January 12,
Comcast sold their stake in the company in , relegating the name to a subdivision under Time Warner Cable.
Not only did this result in the company in a way re-entering the basic cable television industry in regards to
nationally available channels , but Warner Bros. Time Warner had been looking for a way to embrace the
digital revolution, while AOL wanted to convert its stock price into tangible assets. The Federal Trade
Commission cleared the deal on December 14, , [39] and gave final approval on January 11, ; the company
completed the merger later that day. The growth rate will be like an Internet company. This would have
created million subscription relationships. However, the growth and profitability of the AOL division stalled
due to advertising and loss of market share to the growth of high speed broadband providers. Many expected
synergies between AOL and other Time Warner divisions never materialized, as most Time Warner divisions
were considered independent fiefs that rarely cooperated prior to the merger. A new incentive program that
granted options based on the performance of AOL Time Warner, replacing the cash bonuses for the results of
their own division, caused resentment among Time Warner division heads who blamed the AOL division for
failing to meet expectations and dragging down the combined company. AOL Time Warner COO Pittman,
who expected to have the divisions working closely towards convergence instead found heavy resistance from
many division executives, who also criticized Pittman for adhering to optimistic growth targets for AOL Time
Warner that were never met. Some of the attacks on Pittman were reported to come from the print media in the
Time, Inc. Both Logan and Bewkes, who had initially opposed the merger, were chosen because they were
considered the most successful operational executives in the conglomerate and they would report to AOL
Time Warner CEO Richard Parsons. However, under pressure from institutional investor vice-president
Gordon Crawford who lined up dissenters, Case stated in January that he would not stand for re-election as
executive chairman in the upcoming annual meeting, making CEO Richard Parsons the chairman-elect. Case
resigned from the Time Warner board on October 31, This would leave a smaller company made up of Turner
Broadcasting, Warner Bros. Its distribution operation, Outright Distribution, was folded into Warner Bros.
Home Entertainment Group acquired Flixster , [60] a movie discovery application company. The acquisition
also includes Rotten Tomatoes , a movie review aggregator. In June , Time Warner acquired Alloy
Entertainment , a publisher and television studio whose works are aimed at teen girls and young women. The
property was placed under the control of the Turner Sports division. The transaction was completed on June 6,
The move will be completed in Following his election, however, his transition team stated that the
government planned to evaluate the deal without prejudice. Leon argued that the Department of Justice
provided insufficient evidence that the proposed transaction would result in lessened competition. He also
warned the government that attempting to obtain an appeal or stay on the ruling would be manifest unjust, as it
would cause "certain irreparable harm to the defendants". It was also announced that the Time Warner brand
would be dropped in favor of the name WarnerMedia. The company now operates as a division of
WarnerMedia.
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Time Warner Cable provides the information, with some caveats. The Cable Show is expected to bring in
more than 10, attendees with companies on the exhibit floor. Note that the annual report explained that this
increase was in part due to an "increase in equipment rental charges. This yielded a profit margin of 74
percent. We give the cross-referenced information in Exhibit 3, which was part of our Petition. But wait a
minute --What about High-Speed Internet? I would speculate that it is because it is so obscenely profitable that
the company might be concerned that some regulator or politician would actually notice and question the
profits about broadband. There is other information that supplies the number of total subscribers. One reason
could be to manipulate the accounting of the Triple Play in general. Are the made-up fees, pass-through taxes,
etc. It would require an audit to see which of the taxes, fees and surcharges are pass-through taxes, i. Where
are the Social Contract Revenues? Was this revenue added as a cost to customers for the Internet service or did
it just turn directly into profits? There have been no audits. But with a 97 percent profit margin for High-Speed
Internet, you would think some regulator in some state would have investigated. We found no such
investigations. But most customers would probably want ala carte pricing because the average customer
watches only 17 stations. Nielsen is the bible on TV viewing and according to them, from , while there have
been a growing number of channels, people only watch about 17 stations per household. TV home now
receives TV channels--a record high and significant jump since , when the average home received channels.
Despite this increase, however, consumers have consistently tuned in to an average of just 17 channels.
Simply put, take all the revenues a customer pays for services over the cable wire, as well as calculate all the
expenses for these services, and then calculate ala carte pricing for Triple Play customers. Net Neutrality,
Competition and Fees to Competitors In the current FCC proceeding about Open Internet, commonly known
as "Net Neutrality", one of the issues surrounds what the competitors and content providers, such as Netflix,
are paying to connect to the cable networks. What will these agencies do? What do you want to have happen
next?
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